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Beg~~~i~g-, ·Reading and Creative Writing
By Patty C. Rice
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,.w}}ati·tel.a:tfonship . does the

of teaching of reading approaches in
the various classrooms, I began to
question whether the method of
teaching reading had an effect on the
creative stories that children write. Did
the language in the basal reader tend
to effect the language the children
used in writing? If so, was the reason
for this that the children knew how to
spell these words and, therefore, were
limited to the use of a basal
vocabulary? Did the child's reading
vocabulary put a limit on the language
he could use?
One of the first grade teachers
whom I visited was using a basal reader
program but also put much emphasis
on creative writing early in first grade.
She tended to support the philosophy
of moving from oral language to
printed language and provided much
time for writing on the part of the
children. However, she tended to
carefully structure the oral to print
experiences by adhering closely to the ·
controlled vocabulary of the basal
reader she was using. For example, the
children would discuss a picture in
their reading readiness books. Thel
picture would then be cut out and a
chart would be made about the
picture. Under a picture of a boy
running, the children and the teacher
had decided to write "Run, Tom,
Run."
By the time the children began the
first preprimer they knew all of the
vocabulary words that were in the
reader. While reading the preprimers,
the follow-up activities which the
teacher provided included having the
children write sentences to answer
·questions. This involved the processes
of formational grammar in which the
children simply needed to change the
order of the words in the question to
make the sentence. For example:
Can Tom get the toys?
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See the fireplace, Betty
See the stockings, Mother
See the snow, Father.

Tom can get the toys.
Other narrative experience stories
were also written using the children's
own language. However, these were
not used to teach reading per se but
were used with various units in science
and social studies.
By Christmas time her first grade
children were writing stories on their
own. The teacher did not take
dictation but provided many self-help
materials around the classroom for the
children to spell words they wished to
use. They could refer to a seasonal
word list, the picture dictionaries,
their own word file, their basal readers
or other charts around the room. If
they still could not spell the word,
they were to write just the beginning
and ending sound.
The stories the children wrote
tended to sound like the beginning
readers. The children often included
characters from the preprimers. For
example:
A Christmas Tree
Betty said, "See the Christmas tree.
See funny Santa Claus.
This is a surprise.
See Santa Claus come."
Santa Claus said, "See Flip and
Bunny.
Christmas is funny.
Happy Christmas."
By Donnie
In spite of the closeness to the
preprimer sentence patterns, these
children were writing much more than
many first graders after only three and
a half months of school. Even her less
mature children could contribute by
writing their own stories.
A Christmas tree.
I like a Christmas tree.
by Andrea

by Carl
This child may not have been at a
level to write a story had he not had
these "crutches" available. He was as
pleased with the story he had produced himself as any of the other
children in the class were.
In another classroom the first grade
teacher was using the language experience approach to teach reading. The
children started at the beginning of the
year by dictating their stories, and the
teacher would write for the child. At
Christmas time some of her children
were still dictating their stories. By
May the children were reading from a
variety of library books and writing
stories constantly. They did not refer
to basal reader characters but did refer
to stories from library books. The
children were quite proficient with the
use of language.
A Panda
I saw a Panda.
He was white.
Two of them are playing.
They are funny.
The Panda bear was named Pandy.
A Panda bear is funny.
They are funny funny.
The end.
by Rebecca
Notice that the structure of the
sentences are still rather stilted. The
story mainly describes the picture
which the child had made about Panda
bears. Other children in her class were
adding a little more plot to their
stories.
A "Mischief" Monkey
My name is Sam.
I am a monkey.
I live in Africa.
I am very "mischief."
If you went away from your house,
you would come back with it a mess.
That's why you can't have one.
The children were also beginning to
use more clauses and combining
~entences with the conjunction and.

One child only knew the word
"see," and the character names from
his preprimer. Creatively he combined
these with the chart of seasonal words
and made his story.
See the presents, Susan
See the candy canes, Tom
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I will go out and play all day.
A Lion
When the lion roars, he wants his
After seven weeks are up, I can
lunch and dinner.
have all the fun I want.
He roars real loud for his lunch and
School will be out then and it will
his dinner.
be
even more fun.
And the zoo keeper com es running
It appears that the effect of the
for the lion's lunch and dinner.
by Keith basal reader structure on the children's
These stories appear to be much writing was only evident during the
more complex in sentence structure early stages of reading instruction. At
than those written by children that that time the children's reading vocabwere influenced by the basal reader. ulary tended to limit the words they
Early in the year the use of the could write in their own stories.
dictation technique freed the children However, they were writing their own
to use more varied and complex stories very early. In the language
sentence patterns. However, by May experience classroom the children
the children using the basal approach dictated their stories and were not
also had moved into a greater variety limited by their reading vocabulary. In
of characters and sentence patterns.
spite of their differences, both groups
Two Boys
put much emphasis on creative writOne day two boys went to play ing, and by spring both groups were
kick ball.
writing stories with more complex
One boy kicked the ball to the sentences and with more plot and
other boy.
interest.
And the ball hit the boy's face.
It appears that by being involved in
That hurt him.
actually producing creative writing
The other boy went to tell his children develop in the complexity of
mother that his friend was hurt.
their written language. Children can
So, his mother fixed the boy up. write very early. This can be enAnd that's the end.
couraged by the use of dictation or by
by Susan self-help techniques for spelling the
Notice the content and sentence needed vocabulary. No matter which
structure in the following story approach you use, let's get children
written by a first grader from the basal writing. This is another language skill
reader group in May.
which progresses into more complex
Spring
forms as the child develops in all
Spring has come at last.
language skills.
1 General conclusion of both Loban and Hunt.
Kellogg W. Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels. Champaign, ID.:
NCTE, 1965.
.
Walta Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children. Champai&n, Ill.: NCTE,
1963.

(Patty C. Rice is a Lanpage Arts Consultant for the Macomb Intermediate
Schools.)
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